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Fixture Type 
Klemantis series 
Orkis series 
Lexpert series 

 
The Web Server is a resident application in the fixture's firmware, thus available in every 
projector. The Web Server is useful since it opens the entire menu for each projector on a 
computer providing helpful information such as lamp working hours, software version and 
all the other information already directly accessible in the projector menu. Furthermore, it 
can be used to change settings such as DMX address and classic operating options. 
 
Another key reason to use the Web Server is that firmware can be updated directly from a 
computer. 
 
Connections and use are extremely simple. Just connect the projector to any computer 
using an Ethernet cable and set a valid IP address. 
 
Ethernet Interface  Custom IP Address  XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 
Ethernet Interface  Custom IP Mask  255.XXX.XXX.XXX 
 
make sure you set a similar IP address on the computer. 
 
E.g.: 
Projector IP = 2.100.5.200 
Computer IP = 2.098.5.128 (the first value has to be the same as the first one on fixture IP 
address) 
Netmask = 255.0.0.0 (mandatory settings in red) 
 
The computer IP address can also be set using an additional alias IP so that the primary 
IP is not changed. 
 
After setting the IP address simply open the browser installed on the computer (Explorer, 
Opera, Safari, Firefox or Google Chrome) and enter the connected projector IP address 
http://XXX.XXX.X.XXX, in case as the example 2.100.5.200 
 

http://2.xxx.x.xxx/
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If all settings are correct, will open the follow window:  

 
 
Insert the credentials ClayPaky and password cp1234 to get the access to the follow 
window: 

 
 
This procedure also applies when several devices are connected in Ethernet, thus in a 
network that replicates a LAN connected by Ethernet Switch. Just open the browser and 
enter the IP address of one of the projectors to automatically view information on all 
devices in the same network. 


